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Abstract--- The main objective of this project is to enhance the way of monitoring patients health in a smart way. In the 

digital world everything is easy to store and analyze. The main idea revolves around an android application which fetches data 

from the device and analyzes vital records and states their condition. Further it sends data to the concerned doctor by updating 

his/her patient records. By this way it helps the doctors to look after their patients on a daily basis without meeting them. Apart 

from remedy, a call or a message can be sent to the concerned doctor. The sensor measures the value of  pressure , temperature 

and pulse rate of the patient. Once the values are fetched, it is sent to the mobile through the Bluetooth module . After taking all 

the readings, the final value is displayed. A unique Login ID and password is given to the doctor for their database . A copy of 

these values get updated to the doctor’s database as it is connected through a local Host .In addition, a message is sent to the 

patient’s guardian in case of emergency. Thus 24x7 the patient is looked after. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
We have got provisions to monitor patients in Intensive Care Unit. The patient’s heart rate, temperature, Blood 

pressure etc. are continuously monitored. After a period of time when the patient gets discharged, they still need to 

be taken care. But all those sophisticated medical tools and machines can’t be brought to the patient’s house. The 

three main parameters is more than enough to state the vital condition of the patient. If there’s a simple portable 

device which is easy for the patient’s family members to handle and take readings, well it’s more than enough to 

monitor the patient. Here an android application is built which receives the input from the device that measures the 

heart rate, blood pressure and temperature [5]. For reducing the probability of error it is wise to take 3 sets of 

reading. The app takes the mean value and displays it to the user. Thus the patient knows what exactly their body 

condition is and app provides them with an immediate remedy prescribed by their doctors. Every time when the 

readings are taken, the values are also sent to concerned doctor and stored in their database. Thus making it easy for 

the doctor by just checking the database rather than calling the patient from time to time to know their condition.  

Thus based on the systolic and diastolic value the pressure rate is noted. For each patient, the conditions may differ 

based on their age and sex. Thus a reference value is set for particular age group and sex, and when the readings are 

taken, it is compared with these reference values. Hence we get a clear picture of the patient’s condition. This also 

helps to neglect the random error that occurs while taking readings. Since we live in the world filled with smart 

phones, the application won’t be a problem to install as it will be available in the market when you reach out for the 

product by thus making it an efficient way to monitor patients anytime! 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
Here in Microcontroller Based Health Care Monitoring System  Sensor Network [3], Blood Pressure, heart rate or  

body temperature exceeds the standard range for any patient, the system is able to notify using display and  make an 

emergency call to the doctor. The output of the sensors are usually analog values. The proposed system has 

additional advantage  is that it can send a message to the patient’s guardian in case of emergency which is not 

available in existing system. It provides wireless transfer of data to the system thus enhancing the remote 

monitoring system.Here the patient value from the sensor is to mobile device via Bluetooth. The value from device 

is sent to doctor’s dashboard via internet [2]. Hence the patient can also see their health condition. These data get 

updated to the doctors database at the other end for monitoring purpose. 
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Fig.2.1 Block diagram 

 

Our proposed model looks as shown in fig 2.2. Data transmission scheme is based on BLUETOOTH. It has packet-

based  protocol with a master-slave structure. Based on a secured connection through an unlicensed short-range 

radio frequency the Bluetooth devices communicate with each other with an easy discovery and setup of services 

between devices. For transmitting vital signs Bluetooth may not be suitable, especially for emergency messages, as 

these messages are critical for diagnosing. For mobile communication GSM standard is used. As a  part of the GSM 

Communication SMS was developed [6]. It is useful when the mobile phone user is not able to answer or respond 

immediately. With the help of GSM the emergency call can be made based on the patients criticality. 

 

 
Fig.2.2 Proposed model 

 

III. Modules Description  

 
A. DMH (Disease Management Hub) 

The Patient profile creation is used to add the patient information to a server and then add the respective kit id. The 

server maintains the patient information and updates the status of a patient. The kit is used to sense the patient’s 

pulse and blood Pressure.The web application represents a single-page summary for the patient and the caregivers. 

It also provides access links to all key platform applications such as treatment plan, BG patterns, and other 

applications. For the patient, it summarizes the health profile through monitoring patient’s vitals and trends of bio-

data, pediatric summary and medical summary. For the caregivers, it displays patient’s icons that are hyperlinked to 

the corresponding patient dashboard. These icons are colored red, yellow and green to reflect good, acceptable and 

poor disease management performance. This saves time and helps the caregivers prioritizing their efforts 

accordingly. 
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       B. Virtual Objects 

Virtual objects (VOs) of the DMH are capable of interpreting events and activities with respect to 

predefined healthcare policies/guidelines in terms of awareness, representation and interaction. For instance, these 

objects understand to what extent the patient’s activities comply with the treatment plan/guidelines, apply rules on 

patient’s data streams to extract useful summaries, and use accumulated data to create appropriate warning 

messages and advices to the corresponding objects at the physical layer. 

C. Interactive Humanoid  

This system performs all kinds of verbal robot patient interactions. It allows for collection of verbal 

information concerning the patient’s diet and physical exercise as well as recording patient’s audio messages to 

his/her caregivers. It also manages presentation of various dialogues assigned to the patient by his/her physician to 

enrich the interaction by making it more natural. It allows new users to register their robots medical devices using 

unique identifiers (e.g. serial numbers) as well as a security token that is randomly generated by the robot upon its 

first use. The device identifier and security token number are used to encrypt and decrypt data exchanged between 

the robot and DMH. The patient, as necessary, can then maintain his/her profile. Once registered, the patient will 

then be assigned to a professional caregiver, depending on his/her health status. 

D. Monitoring System 

 The medical sensors are linked to the Humanoid Robot (Smartphone in our application) through a personal 

area network in which the robot acts as a master Bluetooth device, as illustrated. The robot at each capillary network 

also acts as a conduit between the patient and his/her medical sensors from one side and the DMH and caregivers 

from the other side. The long-range connectivity between these components is performed through a wireless local 

area network (Wi-Fi) linked to an existing network infrastructure (the Internet). Each capillary network comprises a 

set of medical sensors (blood pressure & pulse rate monitor), and an existing humanoid robot. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed system, is designed to monitor the status of the patient’s health parameters. Proposed system 

allows to find various health parameters such as heart rate, Blood pressure and temperature so as to diagnose and 

provide treatment. The monitored data is updated wirelessly to a cloud server in real time using the proposed 

architecture to enable remote monitoring. To access the database, a suitable security algorithm for authentication of 

authorized persons is implemented in server..The platform is based on Policy-aware IoT objects with the following 

design dimensions:  1)Awareness – understands to what extent the patients’ activities comply with their individual 

treatment plans. 2) Representation – applies a set of rules on patients’ data streams and extracts useful summaries 

and health indicators such as blood glucose (BG) patterns, insulin bolus calculation, and patients’ categorization 

depending on attributes of their health conditions. 3) Interaction – uses accumulated data stored in the patient’s 

electronic medical record to create reminders, warnings messages, and appropriate health advices when self 

management outcome deviates from pre-specified targets 

 

A. Android application 

 

In our proposed model we are using Eclipse (fig 3.1) which is one of a java IDE to develop an android application. 

The main task of this app is to obtain the perfect reading of the three readings taken from the patient. After the final 

value, an immediate remedy prescribed by the doctor is displayed to the user when clicking on SUBMIT. 
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Fig 3.1 Working on eclipse 

The coding (fig 3.2) is done to design the app features like icon, texture etc. 
 

 
Fig 3.2 Code behind 

 

As the coding is done, we have created android application. It has the screen flow as shown in the below figures 

(3.3-3.5). 
 

 
 

Fig.3.3 Screen 1 of app 
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Fig.3.4 Screen 2 of app 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Screen 3 of app 
 

In the first screen the app asks for the basic details of the patient whose record is to be taken. The readings are taken 

thrice for each parameter. Now average is taken for these readings. The obtained final reading is compared with the 

reference value of a healthy person. The reference values are shown in fig (3.6 - 3.7). 
 

 
 

Fig.3.6 Reference for blood pressure 
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Low pressure – 90/60 (hypotension) 

Ideal pressure – 120/80 

High pressure – 140/90 
 

 
Fig.3.7 Reference for heart rate 

Using the heart rate measure, abnormality in heart beat and its effects like myocardial infarction or atherosclerosis 

can be determined and its immediate medical suggestion can be provided to the patient. The screen 3 of the app 

shows the immediate remedy to be taken by the patient to stabilize their health. In case of wide deflections from the 

reference value the option is provided on the screen to make an emergency  call to the doctor, also SMS and email is 

sent to the doctor. At the other end the details of the patient gets recorded each time in the database of the doctor. 

Hence the doctor can easily monitor his/her patient effectively. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed system successfully and simultaneously measures blood pressure, Heart rate, and temperature. With 

the implementation of cloud computing, this system offers support for large scale connectivity as well as 

incorporation with information systems. This improves accessibility to clinical services, enhancing medical 

attention and promises access to medical information, anywhere and anytime securely. It is well suited for long-

term health monitoring. The achieved results reveal the cogency of proposed system for health monitoring of 

patients. In-home monitoring of patients is enabled by this system, elimination of the need for utilization of time 

and expensive facilities, need for transportation of patients to physicians and Medical centers is reduced. In future, 

with advancements in the field of Nano technology, the entire circuit can be managed to fit into a single device that 

calculates all the above parameters. With an advanced features like GPS and GPRS enabling the device to interact 

with a virtual doctor. The device to operate fully on blue eye technology. 
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